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ABSTRACT
A general report on the use of the Allium test as cytotoxicological and genotoxicological
assay is proposed, with particular emphasis about the standardization of the test in several
common applications. The intraspecific variation in Allium cepa has been overlooked, as in
most investigations no mention is made about origin and denomination of the onion cultivar
used. A standardization of the used material would allow a better generalization of the
results, since we cannot be sure that all cultivars would give the same response. A more
frequent use of transmission electron microscopy (TEM) investigation is proposed. Even if
relatively time consuming and not available in all laboratories, it may help to better under-
stand the mechanism of cytotoxicity, since many morphological characters may appear
similar but be arisen from different processes observable only with TEM. About statistical
testing, tests other than chi-squared may be used in case of a lower amount of data. The most
commonly used statistical tests are the parametric tests ANOVA and Student’s t, and the non-
parametric tests Kruskal–Wallis and Mann–Whitney U, for analysis of variance. Tests should be
used also to assess the minimal sample dimension for obtaining significance, since data
collection (microscope observation) appears to be one of the main bottle necks of the test.
Also the use of the Allium test for testing liposomes and other nanovectors for drug delivery
is proposed, in order to assess the cytotoxicity of these types of medium and the possible
increase in cytotoxicity of the associated drug.
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1. Introduction

The use of the Allium test (AT) to check the potential
genotoxicity of several types of chemical, physical and
biological agents has a long history in scientific lit-
erature, from the first investigation by Levan (1938)
to the more standardized method proposed by
Fiskesjö (1985) and later Rank (2003). The plants
used for the AT are individuals belonging to the
species Allium cepa L. (family Amaryllidaceae or
Alliaceae, depending on the chosen taxonomic treat-
ment), commonly known as onion. The AT tests
genotoxicity using chromosomes. Hence it does not
deal with simple point mutations but instead genomic
mutations that cause morphological changes on the
chromosomes.

The use of a plant, i.e. an organism with relatively
high level of complexity, provides data about potential
damage to DNA in amulticellular context, a possibility
that is not provided by cell cultures, even if the results

may be of importance since the genomes of cultured
cells may be of mammals, as in the case of mouse bone
marrow cells (Nabeel et al. 2008; Algarni 2018) or even
transformed lines of human cells (Li et al. 2015).
Compared to the use of animals for testing, the AT is
more cost effective (Vicentini et al. 2001; Teixeira et al.
2003; Tedesco and Laughinhouse, 2012) and poten-
tially provides a large amount of data with very easy
cultivation techniques and without the ethical con-
cerns that affect the use of animals in testing and that
necessitate complex breeding guidelines. Moreover, it
was shown that comparing the effects of cytotoxicolo-
gical agents on A. cepa and on animal cell lines, the
results obtained were similar and comparable
(Tedesco and Laughinghouse 2012).

Other plants have also been used for cytotoxicity
testing, recent reports being of Vicia faba L.
(Kursheed et al., 2018), maize (Bonea and Bonciu
2017), and Drimia indica (Roxb.) Jessop. (Daphedar
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and Taranath 2018). However, Allium cepa has as an
advantage due to its large chromosomes, easily
observed with a light microscope; also in relation to
the features that may reveal an effect even at relatively
low level of interaction of the tested substance with
the genetic material, besides its long history of use as
cytotoxicological test. As it is an in vivo test, the data
can be used for assessment of genotoxicity on plants
and even for eukaryotes in general, including
humans.

A simple search on Google scholar on 21 June
2018 with the key “Allium test” produced 3170 hits,
showing the wide use of the test in a variety of
different investigations. A few examples are studies
examining the effects of toxic plants (Khan et al.
2010; Pesnya et al. 2017), nanoparticles (Yekeen et
al. 2017), synthetic plant hormones such as etephon
(Yavuz et al., 2017), industrial waste (Firbas and
Amon 2017; Dutta et al. 2018), aquatic environmental
samples (Firbas 2015), fungal extracts (Dávila Giraldo
et al. 2018), herbicides (de Souza et al. 2016), insecti-
cides (Souza et al. 2017), fungicides (Dane and Dalgiç
2005), pesticides (Fatma et al. 2018), radioactivity
(Evseeva et al., 2003) and heavy metals (Liu and
Kottke 2003), and the mitigating effects of antioxi-
dant or vitamins in case of treatment with genotoxic
agents (Asita Okorie et al. 2017).

2. Features of the biological matrix: Allium
cepa L. taxonomy and intraspecific variation

Genus Allium belongs to the family Alliaceae subf.
Allioideae. It is a large genus, comprising more than
800 species (Li et al. 2010) and is widely distributed
in the Northern Hemisphere. A phylogenetic analysis
based on internal transcribed spacer (ITS) sequences
showed that Allium cepa, part of section Cepa, was
strictly related to A. vavilovii (Friesen et al. 2006), a
position confirmed by chloroplast sequences (Li et al.
2010).

The ancestral karyotype of genus Allium seems to
be x = 8 (Peruzzi et al. 2017). A. cepa has 2n = 16
chromosomes (data recorded from many locations in
the database Index to Plant Chromosome Numbers
(IPCN) http://www.tropicos.org/Project/IPCN).
However, it is interesting to observe that the variety
A. cepa var. viviparum Alef. has been reported to have
2n = 24, hence it would be a triploid (Puizina and
Papea 1996).

Moreover, Kim et al. (2015) observed large inser-
tion in some accessions (and not in others!) of onion
due to transposable elements. Other variation was
detected on the base of volatile compounds emission
(flavor) with an electronic nose system (Russo et al.
2013).

In fact, intraspecific variation in A. cepa may have
been overlooked, as in most investigations no

mention is made about the characterization of the
onion cultivar used in cytotoxicological testing,
apart from a few reference to cv. A. cepa
(Stuttgarter Riesen). Hence, we may suppose that
there is no general rule about the employed genetic
material (cultivar, clone or variety).

3. Observed characters for assessing the
cytotoxic/genotoxic effects

In the presence of certain external stimuli, the cellular
progress can be blocked in one of the phases of the
cell cycle or cell division, and their action is called
mitoinhibition. Mitogens act to overcome intracellu-
lar braking mechanisms that block cell cycle progres-
sion, and their action is called mitostimulatory.

Any deviation from the orderly and directed pro-
gression of the cell cycle, and respectively, of mitosis
and cytokinesis, is reflected in a state of cytotoxicity
and genotoxicity. These are evaluated by the mitotic
index (MI; a measurement to determine the percen-
tage of cells undergoing mitosis), percentage of cells
in each mitosis phase (prophase, metaphase, ana-
phase and telophase index), as well as a series of
clastogenic, aneugenic and turbagenic changes.

Common clastogenic effects/aberrations include
chromosome and/or chromatid fragments, interchro-
matid or subchromatid connections, nucleoplasmic
bridges, heteromorphic chromosomes, dicentric or
ring chromosomes, and micronuclei (MNs).
Bimitosis and asynchrony of the cell cycle could
also be added.

Interchromatid or subchromatid connections,
known as chromosomal bridges, are chromosomal
structural changes that may result from exchanges
between homologous or non-homologous chromo-
somes, and may be the consequence of dicentric
chromosome formation or poor activity of replication
enzymes.

Nucleoplasmic bridges originate from dicentric
chromosomes or occur as a result of a faulty long-
itudinal breakdown of sister chromatids during ana-
phase. The formation of ring chromosomes is
explained by the production of two simultaneous
breaks in the same chromosome and the subsequent
union of non-centromeric fragments. Chromosome
breakage, followed by rejoining of proximal chroma-
tid breaks, leads to the formation of dicentric chro-
mosomes. MNs, indicators of chromosomal
genotoxicity and instability, are formed from one or
more chromosomes.

Cell cycle asynchrony, including internuclear asyn-
chrony, can be observed in large multinucleate cells
in which nuclei coexist with early phases of mitosis,
inter-chromosomal asynchrony manifested by an
uneven chromosome condensation throughout the
mitosis stages, and intra-chromosomal asynchrony
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which is manifested by a gradient condensation of
chromatin. When the binucleate cell divides, the two
nuclei enter mitosis synchronously, which is called
bimitosis (Rieger et al. 1991). Turbagenic changes
include laggards (delayed chromosome movement at
poles), vagrants or forward chromosomes (precocious
movement of chromosome to mitotic spindle poles),
and star-like polar anaphase. It is believed that the
formation of lagging chromosomes (laggards) is due
to inhibition of tubulin polymerization or cytoskeletal
proteins.

Aneugenic changes include sticky chromo-
somes, C-mitosis, and nuclear buds. According to
Kurás (2004), the change in the ratio between the
amount of histones and other proteins that ensure
the optimal organization of nuclear chromatin
may increase its adhesiveness, often leading to
the formation of atypical metaphases and ana-
phases, chromosomal bridges in anaphase and tel-
ophase, and finally inhibition of cytokinesis and
the formation of binucleated cells. Nuclear buds
are considered as markers of polyploidization
events and gene amplification, and their formation
leads to the expulsion of excess genetic material
from aneuploid cells (Fernandes et al. 2007).
Binucleated cells may be the consequence of an
aberrant division of the spindle in early anaphase
or the inhibition of cytokinesis after telophase.
Giant cells may be polyploid cells that have
occurred through endoreplication or endomitosis.
C-mitosis, also called stathmokinesis (D’Amato
1950), is the mitosis in which the poisoning effect
of colchicine blocks the progression of the meta-
phase cell in the anaphase, and consequently the
cell becomes polyploid.

Allium cepa L. has a diploid (2n = 2x = 16) gen-
ome with monocentric chromosomes, with basic
chromosome number x = 8. The chromosomes are
relatively large and so appropriate for the detection of
karyomorphological changes. The chromosomes are
metacentric (1, 4, 7 couple), submetacentric (2, 3, 5, 8
couple), and subtelocentric (6 couple). Karyotypes
can provide information about cytology, cytosyste-
matics and cytogenetic relationships, evolutionary
origins of species and, as with the AT, genomic aber-
ration. A. cepa (Stuttgarter Riesen) is suitable for the
detection of genotoxic agents effects that are mani-
fested in the form of clastogenic and aneugenic effects
(Firbas and Amon 2014).

A classification model for the A. cepa karyotype
consists in a symmetric/asymmetric index S/
AI = 1.7500. The monosomy karyotype without sub-
telocentric chromosomes has a symmetric/asym-
metric index of S/AI = 1.6666 and the trisomy
karyotype with a subtelocentric chromosome has a
symmetric/asymmetric index of S/AI = 1.8235. All
investigated ploidy series in A. cepa showed

symmetric or between symmetric and asymmetric
karyotypes (S/AI = 1.6666–2.8571). Investigated
ploidy series in genus Allium L. showed a full sym-
metric to asymmetric karyotype (S/AI = 1.0000–
3.5714). The symmetry/asymmetry index (S/AI) was
applied to 579 taxa of genus Allium as an example.
The formula includes chromosomal number, chro-
mosomal type and centromeric position. The general
formula is described with the different use of chro-
mosome type by Eroğlu (2015).

The observable characters to be recorded range
from macromorphological effects (chlorosis, slow
growth, reduced root production, as in Figure 1),
if the plants are allowed to grow enough to pro-
duce a stem, to the mitotic index, including the
presence of micronuclei, and the effects on chro-
mosomes during mitosis.

The MI is defined as the number of cells under-
going mitosis divided by the total number of cells.
This character can be measured with a variable num-
ber of repeats, each with a microscope observation of

Figure 1. A. cepa L. General toxicity – the length of the roots.
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a given size measured on the slide at a given magni-
fication. All stages of mitosis should be included in
the count. Both higher and lower MI with respect to
the control can be related to an alteration of mitosis
mechanisms as a result of cytotoxic effects (Leme and
Marin-Morales 2009).

The presence and number/frequency of MNs is
another important character and consists in the pre-
sence, after mitosis, of a nucleus of reduced dimen-
sion in one of the daughter cells. Despite being a
quantitative character (dimension of a nucleus) it is
relatively easy to assess. The MNs may derive either
from extended chromosome aberrations (CAs) or
breakage or, possibly, from chromosome rearrange-
ments after polyploidization events (Fernandes et al.
2007).

Another category of characters is CAs, i.e. modifi-
cations in chromosome number and/or structure.
The cause of the aberrations may be DNA breaks,
inhibition of DNA synthesis and repair or replication
of mutated DNA. Change in chromosome number
(aneuploidy for single chromosomes or polyploidy
for genome duplication) may be due to alterations
during replication or chromosome segregation. For
this analysis it is necessary to subdivide mitosis in its
phases (prophase, metaphase, anaphase, telophase),
each with its specific CAs (Leme and Marin-Morales
2009). The CAs can be classified into clastogenic and
aneugenic, depending on whether a break occurs at
the chromosome level (DNA molecule) or if there are
problems with the mitotic spindle and hence with the
chromosome segregation as well as the inhibition of
cytokinesis. The main CAs that characterize clasto-
genic action are chromosome bridges and chromo-
some breaks; laggard chromosomes, chromosome
loss, C-metaphase, chromosome stickiness and multi-
polar divisions are induced by aneugenic agents
(Sharma et al. 1990). The most important aberrations
to be taken into consideration are bridges and breaks
(clastogenic activity); and chromosome loss, delays,
adherence, multi-polarity as result of aneugenic
agents (Leme and Marin-Morales 2009).

The use of colchicine during chromosome pre-
paration destroys the spindle microtubules, allowing

a better observation of the metaphase plates (Figure 2
(a, b)), but influencing the chromosome movement.

Nucleus modifications can also be recorded
directly in the interphase cells: Nuclei can appear
lobated, sometimes with small lobes or, in other
cases with large bulges. Also two or more nuclei
may be present and some cells may be of smaller
size than the surrounding cells.

4. TEM ultrastructure of effects on Allium
cepa cells in cytotoxicity tests

Ślusarczyk et al. (2014, 2015) used the AT for study-
ing antimitotic effect of selenium compounds. They
compared the activity of two compounds (an organic
and inorganic one) containing selenium in the oxida-
tion state of + 4: Selol and sodium selenate (IV). Selol
is a mixture of selenitetriglycerides, obtained by ester-
ification of pre-oxidated triglycerides from sunflower
oil with selenous acid (Fitak et al. 1999). Its antic-
ancer and antimitotic properties have been studied
for several years. At the first stage of the investiga-
tions, Ślusarczyk et al. (2014) analyzed the structural
changes in cells, their division activity (MI), and
proportions of division phases (phase index).
Incubation in both selenium compounds led to
changes in chromosome structure, consisting in
their strong condensation and contraction (cc-chro-
mosomes) as in Figures 3(a–c) and 4(a–c), which was
accompanied by gradual reduction or complete inhi-
bition of cell division. Treatment with Selol resulted
in changes in chromosome structure, condensation
and contraction, which blocked passage to subse-
quent division phases. High concentrations of Selol
caused strong condensation of chromatin in inter-
phase cells. Instead, in cells treated with sodium
selenate (IV), characteristic “pseudoapoptotic” bodies
appeared, and complete fragmentation of nuclei
occurred. The effect of sodium selenate (IV) consisted
in increased prophase index, and its high concentra-
tions led to inhibition of divisions and arrest of cells
at different stages of mitosis.

Analysis of ultrastructural changes in apical
meristem cells of onion (Allium cepa L.) roots

Figure 2. (a) A. cepa L. metaphase in preparation without colchicine. (b) A. cepa L. metaphase chromosome (2n = 16) pretreated
with colchicine.
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subject to treatment with both selenium com-
pounds (Ślusarczyk et al. 2015) was a valuable
addition to the above-described studies. It con-
firmed high toxicity of sodium selenate (IV), man-
ifested by degradation of nucleus, cell organelles
and cytoplasm. Treatment with sodium selenate
(IV), in almost all tested concentrations and incu-
bation times, caused drastic changes in cell ultra-
structure, clearly showing its toxic effect.
Prolonged incubation in the highest used concen-
tration of sodium selenate (IV) (400 μg ml–1)
resulted in total disintegration of cytoplasm and
organelles within it, and the cells were filled with
large vacuoles. Only the cell nucleus remained,
extremely shrunk, without nucleolus and with per-
forated chromatin forming specific chromatin pro-
trusions (Figure 4(d, e)). Treatment with Selol did
not result in such dramatic changes in cell ultra-
structure. They consisted in gradual increase of
heterochromatinization of cell nuclei (Figure 3

(d)) and change of their shape correlated with
increasing concentrations of Selol solutions and
the incubation period.

Observations in TEM allowed a more complete
interpretation of the results of those studies. In the
case of sodium selenate (IV), higher concentration
and longer incubation time could trigger the process
of programmed death in meristematic cells, the
course of which resembles apoptosis process in ani-
mals, characterized by formation of apoptotic bodies.
The process of apoptosis may develop according to
different patterns in plant cells (Krishnamurthy et al.
2000; Papini et al. 2011). It is noteworthy that, as
shown by earlier studies (Ślusarczyk et al. 2014),
cells treated with Selol stop dividing but the structure
of their interphase nuclei remains unchanged. Only
highly concentrated solution (1600 μg Se ml–1)
caused changes in cell nuclei structure. Additionally,
no damage to outer or inner membranes of cell
organelles was observed under treatment with Selol.

Figure 3. Changes in chromosome structure and ultrastructure in Allium test cells following incubation in Selol solutions at
concentration of 100 μg ml−1 and 800 μg ml−1 Se for 48 h incubation periods. (Ślusarczyk et al. 2014, 2015). Squeezed
preparation, stained with 2% aceto-orcein, observation under a light microscope; bar = 10 μm. (a) Chromatin de-condensation
at telophase stage. (b) Change of shape of cell nuclei (contraction and condensation of chromatin) following 48 h of incubation.
(c) Transition to apoptosis and formation of apoptotic bodies (arrows) after prolonged incubation in higher concentrations of
Selol. (d) TEM image. Portion of a cell following incubation in Selol solution of 800 μg ml−1 Se for 48 h. Nucleus typically
changed shape with condensed chromatin (arrow). Bars = 2 μm. d – deposits, m – mitochondria, N – cell nucleus, n – nucleolus,
p – plastids, v – vacuole.
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This may mean that the effect of Selol is more specific
than that of sodium selenate (IV), and it does not
include general intoxication of cells

Studies performed using TEM revealed changes
occurring in root apical meristem cells of onion
(Allium cepa L.) subject to incubation in a range of
concentrations of both selenium compounds. They
also allowed interpretation of probable mechanism
of action of both compounds, which is extremely
important in assays of toxicity of potential drugs.

Thus the use of TEM images provided insights that
can be considered very valuable in order to understand
the mechanism of cytotoxicity of the tested compounds.

5. Statistical treatment of Allium test
cytological data

Tedesco and Laughinghouse (2012) proposed as a
standard to use 50 ml plastic cups containing tap
(unpolluted) or distilled water. The waiting time for
roots collection cannot be standardized, since it may
depend on temperature, unless growth chambers are
used. However, it is possible to take into account the
length of the roots and then to collect them
(1.5–2 cm).

Tedesco and Laughinghouse (2012) proposed as a
standard experiment the use of five different groups
of bulbs, one for the negative control, one for the
positive control with a known genotoxic agent such
as glyphosate, the aneugenic trifluralin (Fernandes et

al. 2007) or methyl methanesulfonate (MMS), this
last widely used as positive control, since it is clasto-
genic, and three different concentration of the agent
to be tested. The number of cells analyzed for each
bulb should be 500–1000 and better if more bulbs are
used for each experimental condition.

The raw data should be a matrix containing col-
umns with each observation (each observation should
refer to a given square of known surface area) and
rows with the character type. Possible character types
may be: number of cells in mitosis divided by total
cells (MI); nuclear alterations, such as MNs; double
nuclei; lobated nuclei; and several CAs. All the para-
meters are calculated in relation to the total number
of cells analyzed in each slide, for example, for the MI
prophase, metaphase, anaphase and telophase cells
should be summed and divided by the total number
of cells.

Considering that DNA alterations can occur spon-
taneously or can be induced by a substance, then
hypothesis-testing methods to detect if there is a
significant difference in the evaluated effect between
control and a given concentration are very suitable
and they have been standardized in guidelines of
OECD (Organisation for Economic Co-operation
and Development) and ISO (International
Organization for Standardization) (e.g. OECD 2006).

According to Barbério et al. (2011) the most com-
monly used statistical hypothesis tests for analysis of
variance are the parametric tests, i.e. ANOVA

Figure 4. Changes in chromosome structure and ultrastructure in Allium test cells following incubation in sodium selenate (IV)
solutions at concentration of 100 μg Se ml−1 and 400 μg ml−1 Se after 48 h of incubation. (Ślusarczyk et al. 2014, 2015).
Squeezed preparation, stained with 2% aceto-orcein, observation under a light microscope; bar = 20 μm. (a) Thickened and
shortened chromosomes, forming atypical C-metaphases. (b) A cell with micronuclei. (c) Typical protrusions of chromatin
(arrows) formed in prolonged incubation (48 h) in sodium selenate (IV). (d) A cell following 48 h of incubation in sodium
selenate (IV) solution. Degraded cytoplasm and organelles, cell nucleus displaying chromatin leaking out (arrows). (e) Strongly
degraded cell nucleus with chromatin leaking out (arrows). bars = 5 μm. cw – cell wall, lb – lipid body, N – cell nucleus.
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(analysis of variance) and Student’s t-test, and the
non-parametric tests, i.e. Kruskal–Wallis and
Mann–Whitney U; after analysis of variance, post-
tests for multiple comparisons such as Tukey’s,
Dunnett’s, Dunn’s should follow.

The use of suitable tests for analyzing variance
and post-tests should be done according to nor-
mality and homogeneity of data. The Shapiro-
Wilk's Kolmogorov–Smirnov’s, D’ Agostino
Omnibus’ tests can be employed to assess normal-
ity and on the other hand the homogeneity of
variances can be assessed by Levene’s, Bartlett’s,
Cochran’s tests. To achieve normal distribution or
homogeneous data it is possible to apply mathe-
matical procedures to the dataset and thus change
it, to analyze the data with parametric tests like
ANOVA/Dunnett’s. It is known that parametric
tests are more sensitive to significant differences
between groups, thus the data transformation is
important to use parametric tests afterwards. The
significance level employed in the hypothesis tests
is usually p < 0.05 (OECD 2006).

The most commonly used statistical test is the chi-
squared test (Pearson 1900), with at least p < 0.05.
The most frequently used open source software is R
programming language (https://www.r-project.org/).

6. A. cepa as bioindicator of herbicidal effects

Pesticides are bioactive molecules that can form
metabolites, and due to their electrophilic character-
istics, they are able to react and to combine with
biomolecules, e.g. DNA, and to induce changes in
them (Rodrigues 2002). Herbicides are a group of
pesticides used to combat and inhibit undesired
weeds. They can be classified as selective and non-
selective, according to the target weeds (Song 2014).

Among the different pesticide classes, data from
2015 show that the herbicides predominate, in the
amount used (55.4%) and in sales (60.4%) around the
world (Casida and Bryant 2017). Environmental con-
tamination by pesticides is a very important problem,
because of the risk to non-target organisms in differ-
ent ecosystems; the use of herbicides has induced a
lot of damage to the environment (Mahmood et al.
2014).

Higher plants can be used as bioindicators to eval-
uate the toxicity of pesticide compounds by mean of
different biomarkers (De Souza et al. 2016). The use
of higher plants as bioindicators is standardized by
international programs such as the International
Program on Plant Bioassays (IPPB) of the United
Nations Environment Program (UNEP) (Ma 1999)
and Geno-Tox of the US Environmental Protection
Agency (USEPA) (Ma et al. 2005). The data obtained
from these bioassays are recognized as effective to
detect environmental genotoxicity by USEPA and

the World Health Organization (WHO) (Palmieri et
al. 2016).

The use of parameters related to germination and
root growth to assess toxicity of several substances
has been increasing, because data about germination
can provide information about lethal effects of the
compounds, and delay in germination or in root
growth can provide information about sub-lethal
effects (Sobrero and Ronco 2004). With root growth
data of all treatments and negative control of a bioas-
say, the concentration at which 50% inhibition of
root growth occurs when compared with negative
control (IC50) can be estimated.

Root growth has been linked to increase in MI
because some authors have related the growth of
organs in plants with continuous cell division cycles
(Silveira et al. 2017). MI has been described as a
biomarker of cytotoxicity. Besides MI, the main bio-
markers employed in A. cepa are CAs and MNs. MNs
can be evaluated also in F1 root cells and daughter
cells (Ma et al. 1995; Leme and Marin-Morales 2009).
In meristematic cells, CAs and MNs have been used
as biomarkers of genotoxicity and chromosomal
instability events, which, if not repaired, may indicate
a mutagenic effect. Therefore, in the F1 MNs can
indicate mutagenic potential (Souza et al. 2017).

At the beginning of the twenty-first century, mole-
cular cytogenetic approaches started to be used in
genotoxicity evaluations. Methods such as TdT-
mediated dUTP nick end labeling (TUNEL assay),
single cell gel electrophoresis (comet assay), and
fluorescent in situ hybridization (FISH) have been
employed in genotoxicity studies showing reliable
results (Silveira et al. 2017; de Souza et al., 2017b).

De Souza et al. (2016) reviewed the action of at
least 30 herbicides in A. cepa. In this review the
authors found that the early studies were more
descriptive and qualitative. But over the years there
was the need to compare the treatments with negative
control through statistical tools and thus the analyses
became more quantitative. Since there is a consensus
that all the DNA alterations can occur spontaneously
or can be induced by a xenobiotic, the difference
between normal and induced alterations can be
answered only by statistical analyses.

The AT has been employed to evaluate the toxicity
of many active ingredients of herbicides as well as
commercial formulations. Wherever organisms are
exposed to commercial formulations, the active
ingredients and the excipients separately may pro-
duce different results. Studies evaluating the toxicity
and genotoxicity of these complex mixtures are there-
fore important (Rossi et al. 2018). The bioindicator A.
cepa was used to evaluate the genotoxicity of
Roundup®, a non-selective herbicide widely used
worldwide, and its active ingredient, glyphosate iso-
propylamine. The authors concluded that the
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Roundup® was able to induce chromosomal aberra-
tions, but its active ingredient was not genotoxic.
Thus, this effect may be due to some other ingredient
in the commercial formulation (Rank et al. 1993).

The genotoxicity of a widely employed selective
and synthetic herbicide, 2,4-D, has been evaluated
since early studies with AT. At the beginning, the
data were more descriptive (Croker 1953) and most
studies investigated the active ingredient (Pavlica et
al. 1991; Ateeq et al. 2002). However, de Souza et al.
(2017a) evaluated a commercial formulation of 2,4-D,
DMA 806 BR®, at the field concentration and frac-
tions. The authors inferred that the effects of the
commercial formulation were very similar to those
observed with the active ingredient in past studies,
such as roots with tumors, reduced root growth,
aneugenic chromosomal aberrations and binucleated
cells.

In addition, de Souza et al. (2017a) concluded that
2,4-D must have an effect like that of the herbicide
trifluralin on the mitotic spindle and it can block
cytokinesis because the phragmoplast is not formed.
In addition, the commercial formulation of 2,4-D can
induce cellular death, as observed in classic cytoge-
netic analyses, as well as in molecular approaches like
the TUNEL test.

We can conclude that the AT is an effective bioas-
say to evaluate herbicidal effects and is on a par with
molecular cytogenetic approaches.

7. Cyto-genotoxicity of fertilizers monitored
by Allium root tip bioassay

The dietary requirements of the increased world
population in the twentieth century would not have
been met without a parallel growth in food produc-
tion, and this was achieved due to fertilizers. Organic
fertilizers were used since the end of the nineteenth
century, but the introduction of mineral phosphate
fertilizers took over in the beginning of the twentieth
century and has been continuously increasing. The
use of phosphates, together with development of
improved crop varieties with higher yields, led to
the “green revolution,” and the production of cereals
more than doubled per unit area of agricultural land.

It was however soon realized that the application
of fertilizers was causing contamination at both local
and global scale, altering the physico-chemical and
nutrient status of the soil, thereby effecting the flora.
Fertilizers are reactive compounds that can form
covalent bonds with different nucleophilic centers of
cellular biomolecules, including DNA (Crosby 1982).

Mitotic activity and chromosomal behavior was
observed in four different concentrations of magne-
sium sulfate at four different durations of treatment
using Allium cepa as a biological system by Bhatta
and Sakya (2008). Mitoinhibitory effect of the

compound was observed at higher concentration.
The compound was capable of producing various
chromosomal abnormalities indicating the cytostatic
and clastogenic properties of magnesium sulfate.

Chaurasia and Sinha (1987) observed both mitoin-
hibitory and clastogenic effects in Allium root tip
meristem by treatment with urea. Urea, one of the
most common fertilizers used to supplement soil with
nitrogen, was found to cause chromosomal abnorm-
alities such as breaks, clumping, pulverization and
polyploidy in albino Swiss mice. The agrochemical
could act as a mitoinhibitor in onion root-tip cells,
where fragmentation of chromosomes was found to
be the most common among the abnormalities
induced, thereby clearly indicating the reliability of
the AT.

Srivastava and Srivastava (2009) observed
decreased MI with increase in concentration of urea
and also that frequency of CAs were directly propor-
tional to the concentration. Breakdown of soil urea
yields ammonium ions or ammonia, which further
convert to nitrite and nitrate due to nitrification.
These breakdown products have severe toxic effects
on the crop standing in the soil, when present in high
concentrations. Treatment of different concentrations
of urea was given to Allium cepa bulbs for different
durations and variation was observed in the percen-
tage of MI and percentage of anomalous cells during
the span of the experiment by Arora et al. (2014).
Two distinct types of abnormalities were observed: (i)
mitotic abnormalities, i.e. abnormalities in dividing
cells; and (ii) interphase nuclear abnormalities. The
varying ratio of ammonium and nitrate with respect
to time has been considered as a possible reason for
such variations in nuclear behavior.

Urea exhibited a direct mutagenic effect on post-
meiotic stages, whereas ammonium nitrate and cal-
cium nitrate revealed an indirect mutagenic effect on
meiotic and pre-meiotic stages in Drosophila melano-
gaster, as reported by El-Din et al. (2009). This study
showed that the tested nitrogenous fertilizers pos-
sesses mutagenic potentialities which are related to
their nitrogen content, as also reported by Arora et al.
(2014) with AT.

Anitha and Mahalkshmi (2013) investigated the
genotoxic effect of seaweed liquid fertilizer at differ-
ent concentrations. The low concentrations had no
negative effect on the MI, though abnormalities in the
nucleus and chromosome were seen. Higher concen-
tration induced abnormalities like multiple vacuola-
tion, condensation of cytoplasm and MN formation.
The growth and development of the crop plants was
also affected.

Antofie and Doroftei (2013) observed a strong
decrease in the MI which became more intense with
concentration and time of exposure to sodium
nitrate. The appearance of genotoxic effects such as
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chromosomal alterations, highly condensed chroma-
tin expression easily identified during mitosis stages,
sticky chromosomes and chromosomal bridges and
laggards was also reported. Doroftei and Antofie
(2013) tested the effects of sulfates in Allium root
tip cells. On treatment with sodium sulfate, a strong
decrease in the MI was observed, which became more
intense with the time of exposure. The appearance of
different chromosomal complement alterations
including the appearance of highly condensed chro-
matin was also reported.

The cytotoxic effects and the mutagen potential of
Bionat, a foliar fertilizer used for higher plants, was
analyzed using Allium cepa. The cytogenetic abnorm-
alities were assessed by calculating the MI and by
analyzing the chromosomal aberrations. The results
indicated, on the one hand, that Bionat at a higher
concentration than that usually used in agriculture
significantly increased the abnormal cell frequency at
all concentrations and treatment periods when com-
pared with controls, and this increase was dose-
dependent. It also significantly decreased the MI in
all the treatments when compared to their controls
(Doroftei and Trandafirescu 2013).

Cytological changes in plants associated with
application of fertilizers in soil have not been studied
in detail. Most initial studies on organic manures like
compost, cow-dung and oil cakes, used in various
agricultural practices were focused on the role of
decaying organic substances in increasing the fre-
quency of natural spontaneous mutations. The obser-
vations showed that fertilizers like ammonium
sulfate, ammonium phosphate, ammonium nitrate
and potassium chloride produced chromosome
breakage and other abnormalities during cell division
in Allium cepa (Abraham 1965). Studies using cal-
cium salt in Allium cepa showed that calcium ion
concentration in cells played important roles in
bringing about chromosome breakage, stickiness
and other abnormalities (Misra 1982).

Artificial fertilizers, a major source of environmen-
tal nitrates, may be composed of a variety of chemi-
cals including ammonium, calcium, potassium and
sodium nitrates and urea. Nitrites can react with
amines and amides to form nitrosamines and nitro-
samides. The precursors of these N-nitroso com-
pounds are widely distributed in various
environmental media. N-nitroso compounds are car-
cinogenic in a wide range of animal species; most are
mutagenic in test systems and some have been shown
to be teratogenic to animals. Hazards can result as
malignancies in living populations or may represent a
genetic load to future generations (Adel 2000; Xu et
al. 2003).

The assessment of genotoxic effects of the two
most commonly used nitrogen (N) fertilizers, ammo-
nium nitrate and urea, used Allium cepa L. (Verma et

al. 2016). Ammonium nitrate and urea were added to
soil and roots from onion bulbs grown in the ferti-
lized soil. The roots were tested during the first and
second week after treatment. Cytological analysis
revealed fewer dividing cells and different types of
dividing cell and interphase nuclear anomalies.
Decrease in MI and increase in anomalies in dividing
cells were observed in both fertilizers but aberrations
were significantly higher in ammonium nitrate trea-
ted root tip cells.

A significant decrease in MI and increase in
abnormality percentage compared to the control
was observed with increasing duration of the ammo-
nium nitrate treatment (Verma and Srivastava 2017).
Chromosomal aberrations like stickiness, fragmenta-
tion, precocious movement, bridges and disorienta-
tions were observed in varying frequencies.
Interphase cell volume of cells of treated roots and
their respective interphase nuclear volume were
reduced as compared to control. The ratio between
nuclear and cytoplasmic volume has been reported to
be related to cell integrity.

The Allium cepa roots were placed in contact with
rice crop water to check for possible chromosomal
MI abnormalities by Wandscheer et al. (2017). The
data obtained indicates that the application of the
tricyclazole fungicide leads to an increase in the gen-
otoxic activity in the rice crop water, through the
appearance of chromosomal abnormalities, without,
however, causing significant effects on the MI.

Studies on the genotoxicity of agrochemicals
should be prioritized, as the analysis of chromosomal
alterations serves as a reliable test and can be used
directly as an estimate of damage in plant systems
exposed to possible mutagens or carcinogens. The
evaluation of the effects that harmful agents might
cause requires a system in active mitotic division so
that the changes taking place in cell cycle can be
determined. The Allium cepa test fulfils this require-
ment, and so it is widely used for this purpose (Silva
and Fonseca 2003).

MI is an indicator of cell proliferation (Gadano et
al. 2002) and can be measured by the Allium cepa test
system. Cytotoxicity tests using in vivo plant test
systems, such as Allium cepa, have been validated by
several researchers who performed animal testing in
vitro and the results obtained are similar (Vicentini et
al. 2001; Teixeira et al. 2003), providing valuable
information for human health.

8. Effects of insecticides

Insecticides are used in agricultural areas to avoid
losses resulting from insects. Farmers have faced
crop management problems owing to loss induced
by various insect pests since ancient times. Firstly,
they perceived the negative effects of some natural
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compounds on various insect species and then
used these products to protect their crops from
insect pests (Oberemok et al. 2015). Later, farmers
used natural chemicals such as inorganic sulfur,
arsenics, cryolite and borax for this purpose
(Popov et al. 2003). Plant protection chemicals
such as Paris green and DDT were extensively
used in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries
(Alyokhin 2009). In the second half of the twen-
tieth century, organophosphate and carbamate
insecticides were widely used. The properties of
pyrethrins as insecticides were ascertained after
synthesis of allethrin in 1949. At the present
time, the most popular insecticides are neonicoti-
noids, which are administered to the target parts
of plant (Goulson 2013), and investigations for the
discovery of new insecticides continues
(Oberemok et al. 2015).

However, potential harmful effects of insecticides
should be considered. The main problem arising
from use of insecticides in agriculture is the environ-
mental contamination caused by these agents or their
by-products which can have a negative influence on
ecosystems and human health (Crosby 1982; Bolle et
al. 2004).

In some studies, insecticides reduced root
lengths in plants and showed a detrimental effect
on meristematic cells, which were seen to be
unstructured, with a fragile cellular envelope,
increased cell volume and in several cases rupture
of the cellular membrane (Karaismailoğlu 2016;
2017; Karaismailoğlu and İnceer 2017). In addi-
tion, insecticides induced decrease of mitotic
activity (Chauhan et al. 1999; İnceer et al. 2009;
Karaismailoğlu 2016; 2017; De Souza et al. 2017b;
Karaismailoğlu and İnceer 2017). Also, they
caused chromosomal abnormalities by interfering
with the formation of spindle fibers. Some authors
reported the presence of MNs as a consequence of
the use of insecticides (Karaismailoğlu 2017;
Karaismailoğlu and İnceer 2017). Insecticides
were reported to be genotoxic in rodent bone
marrow (Agarwal et al. 1994), in peripheral lym-
phocyte cultures (Surralles et al. 1990) and in
aquatic organisms (Campana et al. 1999).

In conclusion, common application of insecticides
for the control of insects in agriculture may endanger
the genetic material of economically important plants
as well as other higher plants. The insecticides have to
be safe and effective at the same time. For this reason,
it is important to examine the genotoxic influences of
insecticides on plants and other systems before con-
sidering their applications for agricultural goals. The
AT appears to be optimal, since it measures directly
the effect of chemicals on plants.

9. Cyto-genotoxicity of fungicides monitored
by Allium root tip bioassay

Fungicides are biocidal chemical compounds (or bio-
logical organisms) used to kill parasitic fungi or their
spores. Fungi can cause serious damage in agricul-
tural crops, resulting in critical losses of yield, quality,
and profit. Fungicides are used in agriculture and also
to fight fungal infections in animals. On the basis of
their chemical nature, we have copper fungicides
(Bordeaux mixture, Blitox, and Cuprax); sulfur fun-
gicides (Microsul, Thiram, Mancozeb, and Nabam)
and mercury fungicides (Mersil, Agallol, and
Agrosan).

The effect of the fungicide flusilazole on somatic
cells of Allium cepa was evaluated by Ozakca and
Silah (2013). MI and different types of chromosomal
abnormalities such as bridges, stickiness and laggards
were observed. The ratio of necrotic cells significantly
increased by flusilazole pre-soaking and RAPD-PCR
revealed that the group treated with higher doses was
more different to the control than those treated with
lower doses.

The genotoxic potential of carbendazim was inves-
tigated by Selvaraju et al. (2015) using CA in Allium
cepa L. root tip cells. All concentrations used caused
several abnormalities in mitotic cell division and the
MI in the onion root tip cells decreased as the con-
centrations of carbendazim increased. The total per-
centage of aberrations generally increased in a dose
and time dependent manner.

Biologists have raised questions about the hazards
that could result from the usage of fungicides
(Tomkins and Grant 1976). Residues of most agro-
chemicals, including fungicides, have been reported
to be genotoxic to plants (Mishra and Sinha 1979).
The cytological effects of different agrochemicals on
several plant species have been studied by many
researchers (Njagi and Gopalan 1981; Adam et al.
1990).

Fungicides are known to induce mutation (Kumar
et al. 1977; Sahu et al. 1981) and many fungicides
with their metabolic derivatives have been reported to
be both carcinogenic and mutagenic (Kumar and
Banerjee 2001; Chandra et al. 2002). Higher plants
have been used as test organisms for studying the
effects of genotoxic substances in the environment.
Several plant test systems in use are found to be
sensitive and reliable, but the Allium cepa root assay
has been the most commonly used.

Devi et al. (1991) analyzed the long-term effects of
fungicides on both mitotic and meiotic systems in
Allium cepa and concluded that they can induce
chromosomal aberrations. Rost (1977) reported that
one-hour incubation of root tips with ioxynil resulted
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in a 50% reduction in the number of dividing cells
and further decline was observed during a 24-hour
incubation. The fungicides vitavax 200 and dithane S-
60 at the rate of 2 g kg–1 seeds caused highly signifi-
cant reduction in MI (Al-Najjar and Atef 1980).

Regular application of fungicides to crop plants
has been reported to be the possible cause of genetic
damage which could lead to chromosomal aberra-
tions that have been cited as reliable indicators of
mutagenic activity (Stoltz et al. 1970).

Topas 100EC is a widely employed foliar fungicide
for horticultural applications. Its effects on cell cycle
stages of the root cells of Allium cepa were investi-
gated by Miron et al. (2017). MI was found to
decrease while abnormality percentage increased in
comparison to a control. The aberrations increased
with the treatment duration and the concentration of
fungicide. Chromosomal aberrations like stickiness,
condensation of chromosomes, c-mitosis and delay
in spindle formation were seen immediately after 6-h
treatments, highlighting the sensitivity and precision
of the AT. Bridges, stickiness, vagrant chromosomes,
fragments, c-anaphase and multi-polarity CAs were
observed in anaphase-telophase cells. The total CAs
were more frequent with increase in the treatment
time and also the concentrations of Topas.

Cytotoxic effect of the fungicide Calixin was stu-
died in the mitotic system of root tip meristem of
Allium cepa L. by Pulate and Tarar (2014). Seeds of
Allium cepa were treated with different concentra-
tions of Calixin for different durations. A large num-
ber of mitotic abnormalities, including lagging early
anaphase, chromosomal bridges, c-metaphase, sticky
metaphase, multipolarity, fragment, and vagrant were
observed. They however differed in their relative
numbers at different concentrations and durations
of treatment.

The effects of a systemic fungicide mefenoxam and
copper hydroxide (the active ingredients of Ridomil
Gold Plus 42, 5 WP fungicide) were investigated in
root tip cells of Allium cepa L. (Sutan et al. 2015). A
progressive concentration- and duration-dependent
inhibition of the mitotic activity was observed in
meristematic cells. The MI was minimum at the high-
est concentration of the fungicide tested. The geno-
toxicity was estimated on the basis of chromosomal
aberration frequency and the highest percentage of
abnormal cells were observed at the lowest concen-
tration of Ridomil used. Occurrence of sticky chro-
mosomes, laggard and multipolarity in large numbers
was suggestive of abnormal DNA condensation,
abnormal chromosome coiling and inactivation of
the spindles. This indicated the aneugenic potential
of the fungicide.

Generally, the concentration of fungicide tested
induced a dose-dependent inhibition of MI, which
could be due to intracellular stress, including DNA

damage, preventing the cells from entering mitosis.
Mitodepressive action may be due to a negative inter-
ference of the active substances contained by the
fungicide tested, with specific proteins and enzymes
that influence DNA polymerase (Hidalgo et al. 1989),
DNA synthesis, microtubule formation, impaired
nucleoprotein synthesis and reduced level of ATP
provide energy for spindle elongation, microtubule
dynamics and chromosomal movement (Majewska
et al. 2003; Türkoğlu 2012). Mefenoxam is specially
formulated to provide systemic control of plant dis-
eases caused by members of the Oomycete class of
fungi. It effectively controls root and stem diseases
caused by Pythium and Phytophthora spp. as well as
foliar diseases such as downy mildew.

Dithane M-45 is a very well-known multisite fun-
gicide, which belongs to the ethylene bisdithiocarba-
mates group. The active ingredient of fungicide tested
is 80% mancozeb, as a coordination product of zinc
ion and manganese ethylene bisdithiocarbamate.
Mancozeb is a broad spectrum contact fungicide
with protectant activity against a wide range of
plant diseases. Similar results were obtained when
assessing the cyto-genotoxic potential of the fungicide
Dithane M-45 in Tulipa praestans (Şuţan et al. 2015).
Using a different formula of the pesticide Dithane,
Asita Okorie and Makhalemele (2009) found an inhi-
bitory effect on mitotic division, which could be the
consequence of different concentrations tested.

There are several studies aiming to explain and to
understand the effects of fungicides in plant systems.
Rayburn et al. (1993) stated that amount of nuclear
DNA is decreased by the fungicide captan and this
fungicide has been seen to be mutagenic, carcino-
genic and teratogenic effects on many organisms.

The extensive use of fungicides in plant protection
against fungal disease generates long term residues in
food and in the environment (Petit et al. 2008).
Fungicides may also influence plant genetic systems
due to their mutagenicity and carcinogenicity.
Regular use of these chemicals can result in altered
hereditary constitution of an organism (Wuu and
Grant 1967, 1982).

The effects of benomyl, a systemic fungicide, were
investigated in the mitotic cell division in onion
(Allium cepa) root tip cells during germination
(Dane and Dalgiç 2005). Different concentrations of
benomyl solutions were used and all the concentra-
tions caused several abnormalities in mitotic cell divi-
sions. The mitotic frequency in the onion root tip
cells decreased as the concentration of benomyl solu-
tion increased.

The genotoxic effects of fungicide Raxil and the
active substance tebuconazole in both mitotic and
meiotic cell divisions of Allium cepa L. were studied.
All concentrations and treatment periods of Raxil
induced a number of chromosomal aberrations in
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root tip cells and in anthers of Allium cepa L.
Additionally Raxil decreased the frequency of MI
and caused reduction in pollen fertility (Kaymak
and Rasgele 2009).

The toxicity and genotoxicity of thiabendazole
(TBZ) in its commercial formulation Foldan® was
studied in A. cepa meristematic cells at concentra-
tions ranging between 10 and 250 μg ml–1 by
Andrioli and Mudry (2011). They found that expo-
sure to TBZ induced a significant increase in the
frequency of anaphase-telophase chromosomal aber-
rations, MNs and binucleated cells at all the concen-
trations of TBZ assayed. The frequency of anaphase-
telophase aberrations was observed to reach a plateau
at the concentration which caused mitotic toxicity.
An increase was also observed in the rate of meta-
phase and anaphase, which was, in turn, indicative of
alterations in chromatid segregation. The study
revealed that exposure to TBZ caused toxicity and
genotoxicity, both being consistent with mechanisms
that interfere with microtubule formation. Allium
cepa root tips grown in soil samples treated with
different concentrations of carbendazim showed
decreased MI and various chromosomal abnormal-
ities (Verma and Srivastava 2018). Carbendazim is a
broad spectrum, systemic, pre-emergent, widely used
fungicide. It is usually applied to control plant dis-
eases including soil-borne diseases to ensure high
yield of crops and post-harvest food storage. All the
concentrations of CBZ caused different chromosomal
abnormalities mostly during metaphase (stray,
clumped, disoriented, laggard, sticky chromosomes
and C-metaphase), anaphase (multiple bridges, disor-
iented, laggard, precocious, fragmented, and multi-
polar anaphase), and telophase (bridge, disoriented,
and lateral telophase) stages and some binucleate
cells. Similar results were obtained by Fatma et al.
(2018) when the fungicide mancozeb was tested using
the Allium assay.

10. Heavy metals effects

The results of previous investigations indicate that 11
different metals (Al, Cr, Pb, Cu, Mg, Co, Zi, Mn, Ni,
Cd, Hg) at excessive concentration can disturb cell
division process and induce CA comprising c-mitosis
and lagging chromosomes, anaphase bridges, and
chromosome stickiness in the root tips of A. cepa
(Liu et al. 1995).

During mitosis, metal ions can interfere with the
proper positioning of nucleolar organizing regions on
chromosomes. Under metal stress, an obviously toxic
phenomenon appears in nucleoli of root tips of A.
cepa. These metals can disturb the nucleolar cycle
with the extrusion of silver-stained materials contain-

ing argyrophilic proteins from the nucleolus into the
cytoplasm. Indirect immunofluorescence detects
nucleolar material containing nucleophosmin,
nucleolin and fibrillarin and their movement into
the cytoplasm following metal stress. Western blot-
ting reveals higher expression of these three major
nucleoproteins in the treated roots, which is consis-
tent with the results obtained by indirect immuno-
fluorescence (Liu et al. 2016). However, the
mechanism needs to be further studied.

Electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) and elec-
tron spectroscopic imaging (ESI) are good methods
for identifying sites of localization of heavy metals at
the sub-cellular level in cell organelles, cytoplasm or
cell walls and clarifying the process involved in their
uptake, transport and deposition or detoxification in
plant cells. Evidence demonstrates that heavy metals
such as Cr, Cu, Fe, Pb, Cd and Ni are localized in
electron dense granules in root tip cell vacuoles, small
cytoplasmic vesicles, nucleoli and cell walls (except
for Cd) under heavy metal stress (e.g. Liu and Kottke
2003, 2004).

11. Toxic plants

The AT can be applied to nearly the entire range of
agrochemicals, but it is especially relevant for testing
extracts of plants containing toxic substances that
may be dangerous to human and animal health, espe-
cially since some of these plants are grown in many
households or live as spontaneous flora in the vicinity
of human communities. From this point of view,
there are many decorative plants, invasive plants or
even medicinal plants that can become true poisons
by consuming certain vegetative parts or by inhaling
their pollen.

In the following paragraphs some of the most
common plants, known to be potentially toxic to
humans and animals are presented along with the
suitability of AT for evaluating them.

Nerium oleander is one of the most poisonous
plants grown in households. The plant grows in rich
bushes and has very showy flowers. Leaves, seeds and
pollen of its flowers are very toxic and can cause
intestinal problems, heart complications, cerebral
attacks, coma and even death (Khan et al. 2010).
The mitodepressive action of glycosides from
Nerium oleander L. on root tips of Allium cepa L.
was observed in 1971 (Tarkowska 1971).

Grayanotoxin, also known as rhodotoxin, is a
toxin derived from the leaves, twigs or flowers of
plants belonging to genus Rhododendron, many spe-
cies of which are common decorative plants. The
toxic component can be found in very high concen-
trations in honey made by bees that feed on pollen of
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Rhododendron spp. The toxin is also present in a
labrador tea, cigarettes and a variety of decoctions
used in alternative medicine (Jansen et al. 2012).

Ambrosia spp. is invasive outside North America
that occurs spontaneously on the edges of roads, as a
ruderal species, and on the banks of the plain rivers.
Ambrosia is the cause of many allergies because its
pollen contains an enzyme that can affect the integ-
rity of the nasal mucosa and the respiratory tract in
general.

Different species of Ambrosia have some inhibitory
effects on other plant crops, as revealed by their effect
on seed germination and seedling growth of Zea mays
(Bonea et al. 2018), length of the roots of Helianthus
annuus (Buzhdygan and Baglei 2016) and the growth
and root hair development of Triticum aestivum
(Kong et al. 2007).

Although Nicotiana tabacum is less toxic to plants
than some chemicals, industrial effluents, radiation,
etc., tobacco leaf extract can induce a decrease in MI
and increase of mitotic abnormalities in Allium cepa
root tip cells treated with different concentrations (2,
3 and 4 g*l-1) of this extract (Banarjee and Sharma
1979). So tobacco fresh leaf should be regarded as a
toxic and mutagenic agent. The cytotoxicity level can
be determined by the decreased rate of MI (Kalpana
et al. 2014).

Use of medicinal plants in pursuits of health is
fashionable, but use of crude extracts can be toxic.
For example, by using the AT, Saggoo et al. (1991)
concluded that the leaf homogenate of Tylophora
indica L. is cytotoxic. For this reason, the authors
recommended that high-dose use of this medicinal
plant should be avoided.

12. Ionizing radiation and radioactive
elements

AT is frequently used to evaluate cytotoxic and gen-
otoxic effects, such as CAs, MNs and disturbance in
the mitotic cycle. AT was also useful for assessing
effects of water and soil samples from radiation pol-
luted areas.

One of the earlier works by Sax (1941) demon-
strated sensitivity of Allium cepa to ionizing radiation
and showed that X-rays are capable of inducing a
large number of chromosomal mutations in the cells
of root tips of Allium cepa L.

AT was used to evaluate genotoxicity of soil sam-
ples collected from four zones around Chernobyl
Nuclear Power Plant with different level of radioac-
tive contamination with radionuclides (cesium-137,
strontium-90, kalium-40, thorium-232). Significant
correlation of cesium-137 activity in soil samples
with the level of chromosomal aberrations and MI
was found. The authors concluded that AT was an
effective, quick and inexpensive biological test for

ecological and genetic risk assessment in the
Chernobyl zones and may be a useful alternative to
animal test for estimation of genotoxic effects of
radioactively polluted soils (Kovalchuk et al. 1998).

Grodzinsky et al. (2006) showed, by using AT and
other plant systems, that the ionizing-radiation in the
30-km Chernobyl exclusion zone (contaminated by
different radionuclides: caesium-137, caesium-134,
iodine-131, strontium-90, cerium-144, ruthenium-
106, etc.) increased levels of chromosomal aberra-
tions and MNs. The level of genotoxic effects in AT
is correlated with the density of radioactive contam-
ination of the territory (Kovalchuk et al. 1998;
Grodzinsky et al. 2006).

In laboratory experiments, alpha-radiation from
plutonium-239 significantly increased the frequency
of mitotic disturbances (lagging chromosomes and
chromosome stickiness) as well as CAs (bridges and
fragments), nuclear buds and MNs. Alpha-radiation
from plutonium-239 showed more pronounced clas-
togenic activity due to the increase in CAs (total),
fragments, and MNs in the root meristem of A. cepa
(Pesnya and Romanovsky 2013). Plutonium-239
ionizing alpha-radiation also increased MI and root
length. Stimulation of plant growth by low and mod-
erate doses of ionizing radiation previously was
described by different scientists and sometimes
referred to “effect of radiation hormesis”.
Stimulation of mitosis and growth of plant shoots
by ionizing radiation have been shown against a
background of increased levels of genetic distur-
bances. When MI is significantly higher than the
control level it can be harmful for the cells, leading
to a disordered cell proliferation and even to malig-
nant transformation (Timofeeff-Ressovsky and
Luchnik 1958; Marciulioniene et al. 2007;
Shestopalova and Baeva 2007).

AT was recommended as an effective tool for
genotoxicity testing in case of combined contamina-
tion of environmental compartments with radionu-
clides and chemical compounds (Oudalova et al.
2017).

In another investigation, the Allium root test
(without ana-telophase or MN assay) was used to
access toxicity of bottom sediments (containing cae-
sium-137) in the Yenisei River and the effect of
external gamma-radiation (absorbed dose was 0.015
Gy) under laboratory conditions. In experiments with
sediment samples stimulation of root growth was
found and a slight increase in root length was regis-
tered in an experiment with an external gamma-
radiation source (Bolsunovsky et al. 2016). In another
study it was shown that gamma-rays at higher doses
(20, 40 and 60 Gy) decreased MI in Allium cepa root
meristematic cells and increased the number of MNs,
chromosomal aberration and abnormalities as well as
levels of MDA and antioxidant enzymes. A positive
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correlation between chromosomal aberrations and
antioxidant enzymes related defense mechanism of
cell has been established (Kumar et al. 2011).

Evseeva et al. (2003) used a modification of AT
(Allium schoenoprasum L. meristematic root tip cells)
to investigate the genotoxic effects of water samples
contaminated by a combination of radioactive ele-
ments (radium-226, thorium-232, uranium-238,
polonium-210, plumbum-210) and non-radioactive
metal ions (Zn, Mn and Ca). A significant increase
in the number of chromosomal aberrations was
found. The MI was found to decrease in parallel
with uranium-238 concentration increase, thus show-
ing that MI is good toxicity indicator. The authors
suggested the combined use of chemical composition
determination and AT to identify the major sources
of environmental risk (Evseeva et al. 2003).

AT was used for investigation of genotoxic effects
of water samples contaminated with strontium-90
from the territory of the regional radioactive waste
storage of I.I. Leypunsky Institute of Physics and
Power Engineering (ROSATOM). A considerable
increase in amount of chromosomal aberrations
(bridges and fragments) was registered, while the
level of mitotic abnormalities (lagging chromosomes)
increased only slightly. To determine sensitivity of
AT, the authors also carried out a laboratory experi-
ment with different doses of gamma-radiation (0.1,
0.2, 0.9 and 2 Gy), and registered a stimulating effect
of low doses (0.1–0.2 Gy) on cell proliferation, while
at a higher dose (2 Gy), a depression of mitotic
activity was observed (Sinovets et al. 2009).

Firbas and Amon (2014) noted that both ana-tel-
ophase and metaphase assays are suitable for the
detection of genotoxic effects of ionizing radiation.

Overall, AT is proved to be a very convenient,
highly sensitive and informative cytogenetic tool for
rapid screening of ionizing radiation and radionu-
clide pollution.

13. Conclusions and perspectives

13.1. Standardizing the starting material

Intraspecific variation in A. cepa has been until
now overlooked, as in most investigations no
mention is made about the characterization of
the onion cultivar used in cytotoxicological test-
ing, hence we may suppose that there is no rule
about the choice of the material. A standardization
of the material used in all studies would allow a
better generalization of the results, since we can-
not be absolutely sure that all cultivars will give
the same answer if subjected to a given genotoxic
agent.

A first recommendation is that data about the
cultivars used are provided in studies; alternatively

that the same cultivar is used in all investigations.
The latter may not be an easy task, since in dif-
ferent countries the most common onion cultivars
may be different. A quite well known cultivar, first
produced in Italy but widely exported in the whole
world is A. cepa “red Tropea onion” or “rossa di
Tropea” and it may be a possible choice, since its
three ecotypes were discriminated with an electro-
nic-nose system (Russo et al. 2013).

13.2. TEM investigation

A more frequent use of TEM investigation, even if
time consuming and not available in all labs, may
help to better understand the mechanism of cytotoxi-
city, since many morphological characters used in
data collection may be morphologically similar but
arising from very different processes and may be also
morphologically distinct at the ultrastructural level.
Moreover, some data can be observed only
with TEM.

13.3. Improving statistics

Tests other than chi-squared may be used in case of
reduced amount of data. Tests should be used also to
assess the minimal sample dimension for obtaining
significance, since data collection (microscope obser-
vation) appears to be the bottle neck of the Allium
cepa test.

13.4. Testing of nanovector toxicity

Lipid nanovectors, such as liposomes, lipid-based
nanoparticles and lipid nanoemulsions, are used as
drug delivery systems, thus opening interesting
perspectives in the field of nano-medicine. Their
lipidic structure guarantees biocompatibility and
easy interaction with the cell membrane, which
mainly consists of lipids and phospholipids (Xue
et al. 2014). The use of cationic lipids included in
lipid nanoformulations is very common. This
gives advantages in terms of prolonged circulation
time and improved encapsulation efficacy in case
of negatively charged therapeutics, such as nucleic
acids (Yi Xue et al. 2015). On the other hand, the
employment of cationic lipids can lead to cyto-
plasm vacuolization, a reduction in the number
of mitosis, cell shrinkage (Lappalainen et al.
1994) and, at high concentrations, cell lysis and
necrotic death (Xue et al. 2014). In this context
AT could represent an interesting tool to evaluate
the toxicity of cationic lipid-based nano-systems,
especially for the use of lipid formulations in the
treatment of plants.
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